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Weyl Quantization of Symmetric Spaces. I. 
Hyperbolic Matrix Domains 
HARALD UPMEIER * 
It is shown that the generalired Weyl calculus on the hyperbolic matrix domains 
(defined by integration over a field of symmetries) leads to bounded operators when 
the symbol is “Laplace-bounded,” i.e., remains bounded after certain invariant 
dilkrential operators (higher Laplacians) are applied. 1 IV91 Awdemx f’rrs. Inc 
0. INTRODUCTION 
The classical Weyl quantization formula 
( W(f’)u)(x) := JM” !*,,, -f(y l) P” ( “‘u(y) dJ d,’ (0.1 ) 
associates a (bounded) operator on L2(kQ”) of pseudo-differential type with 
every “symbol function” f on [w”’ (satisfying suitable hypotheses, cf. [5]). 
Using the “symmetries” 
s;(z) := 2i - ; (i, z E W”) (0.2 1 
and the SchrGdinger representation W (cf. [ 11 I), one can express (0.1) as 
the operator integral 
W(f) = J:,?,, .fCi) W(J;) 4, (0.3 1 
where 5 = (y, t). While (0.1) depends on the flat geometry of the “phase 
space” [w 2n, (0.3) is meaningful on more general (curved) phase spaces with 
enough symmetries (Riemannian symmetric spaces), which comprise some 
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of the fundamental geometric objects (forward light cone, conformal 
universe, etc.) of mathematical physics. Generalizing (0, 3) to non-flat sym- 
metric spaces, one also obtains a new functional calculus of Weyl type on 
these spaces which is intimately related to the representations of their 
automorphism group and the structure of invariant differential operators. 
The most important curved phase spaces are the complex Kiihler 
manifolds, where the Riemannian and the symplectic structure are com- 
bined to a hermitian scalar product. The group G= Aut(Q) of all 
biholomorphic isometries of a Kahler manifold R preserves the symplectic 
structure. The (non-flat) symmetric Kahler manifolds fall into a compact 
and a non-compact type [2]. Whereas in the compact case, the group G 
has only finite-dimensional irreducible representations, the situation is 
much more complicated for the symmetric Kahler manifolds of non-com- 
pact type which all have a canonical (Harish-Chandra) realization as a 
bounded symmetric, domain in C”. It is the aim of this paper to study the 
analog of the Weyl quantization (0.3) on bounded symmetric domains of 
arbitrary rank r. 
The basic problem is to determine under what conditions on the symbol 
function .f’ (defined on a bounded symmetric domain Q with invariant 
measure pa), the Weyl quantization formula 
Wf) = j” .f’(i) W(.y,) d/MO, (0.4) 
R 
associated with a holomorphic discrete series representation W of G, 
defines a bounded Hilbert space operator. The main result of this paper 
solves this problem in terms of the boundedness of ,f under all G-inaariunt 
differential operators up to a certain order (cf. Theorem 5.1). (The role of 
these operators in the representation theory of G is well known, cf. [2, 31). 
For domains of rank 6 2 (associated with the complex tube over the 
forward light cone), this connection between Weyl quantization and 
invariant differential operators was discovered by A. Unterberger and 
J. Unterberger [ 121. For dQmains of higher rank r, there exist r algebrai- 
cally independent invariant differential operators A,, . . . . A, (generalized 
Laplace operators) of order 2,4, . . . . 2r and the behavior of W(f) with 
respect to these operators requires a more complicated combinatorial 
analysis (cf. Section 4). Note that (cf. [ 12, p. 295]), no differential equation 
(i.e., no combinatorial analysis) is needed for the proof of continuity of 
operators defined in Wick’s way, which required no differentiability. 
This paper develops the basic setting for the Weyl quantization of sym- 
metric domains (acting on the holomorphic discrete series), and develops 
the theory in full detail for the somewhat typical class of “hyperbolic matrix 
domains” of arbitrary rank. With more combinatorial effort (replacing the 
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Schur polynomials by zonal spherical polynomials), the theory can be 
generalized to all bounded symmetric domains, as will be shown in a subse- 
quent paper. 
1. BERGMAN AND WEYL QUANTIZATION 
In the following let Q be a bounded symmetric domain in a complex 
vector space 2 % C”. It is well known [S], that 2 carries an algebraic- 
geometric structure (Jordan triple system) such that Q can be realized as 
the open unit ball with respect to the so-called spectral norm II.11 on 2. 
For example, the space 3 = CrX ’ of all (Y x /)-matrices has the Jordan 
triple product 
and the associated spectral norm on Y coincides with the operator norm. 
The corresponding open unit ball 
sz= {~Ecrx’:z,-2:*>0) (1.2) 
is called the /ZJ-perholic matrix ball. For any symmetric domain Q, let 
G = Aut(Q))” (1.3) 
denote the identity component of the group of all biholomorphisms of Q. 
Fix a Lebesgue (volume) measure dV on Q, and let 
H’(Q) := { cp E L*(Q, dV): cp holomorphic on 52) (1.4) 
denote the BergmutT space. The reproducing kernel K,,(:, u’) of H’(Q) 
(holomorphic in Z, anti-holomorphic in ~9) satisfies 
and 
G(g(z), g(w)). Det g’(z) Det g’(t~) = K,(z, w) (1.5) 
for all Z, II‘ ED and every g E G. Here g’(z) E CL(Z) denotes the (complex) 
derivative of g at 2. It follows from (1.5) that the measure 
&J-‘) := K,(;, z). d’(r) (1.6) 
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on M is invariant under G. By 161, one can normalize dV such that 
K,,(z, 0) = 1 = K,(O, 1~) for all :, \V E 52. By (1 S). this implies 
for all I, M’ E Q since G acts transitively on Q. Assume from now on that Q 
is an irreducible bounded symmetric domain. Then the Bergman kernel can 
be expressed as 
I&(,-, IV) = N(z, IV) I’, (1.8) 
where p > 0 is an integer called the genus of Q and N: 2 x 9 + @ is a 
“sesquipolynomial” function called the generic norm of JZ [IO; (3.3)]. We 
have N(z, 121) = N( us, c ) and N(z, 0) = 1 = N(0, rt,) for all :, M’ E P. Further, 
N(;, z) > 0 
for all 2 E Q. In the special case of the hyperbolic matrix ball ( 1.2). N is 
given by 
N(z, 11,) := Det(l- -IV*). (1.9) 
Since Q is simply-connected and N(I, kix) # 0 on Q x R (by (1.7) and (l.S)), 
there exists a unique sesqui-holomorphic branch 
n(z, tc) = log N(;, iv) (1.10) 
on Q x Q, normalized by 
n(z, 0) = 0 = n(0. M,) 
for all Z, M’ E Q. For any real number i, define 
N(z, 11))~ := exp(I* n(z, w,)) (1.11) 
for all 2, \V E Q. Then 
d&(z) := N(r, z)’ p dV(z) (1.12) 
is a positive measure on Q!, specializing to the Lebesgue measure in case 
3. = p. Now suppose i > p - 1. Then 
H:(Q) := {‘p E L*(Q, dpi2): cp holomorphic on Q> (1.13) 
is a Hilbert space with inner product 
(1.14) 
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(conjugate-linear in the first variable), which contains the polynomials as 
a dense subspace and has the reproducing kernel 
K;,(I. w) = N(:, w) ’ (1.15) 
specializing to (1.8) for A = p. The spaces (1.13) belong to the holomorphic 
discrete series of G [0, lo]. The reproducing property of (1.15) implies that 
the functions 
N;,(z) := N(z, w) ‘) II‘ E 52 
on Q form a total subset of H;(Q) satisfying 
(Nf) Nf,); = N;(z ) 
for all -I, $2‘ E Q. More generally, we have 
(VIli/)j=J CdN:);.(N$I$)j cic122(4 
R 
(1.16) 
(1 .17) 
(1.18) 
for all cp, $ E Hz(Q). Put 
N’.(z) 
cp:;(z) :=$J. 
where I/ . /I denotes the norm in Hz(Q). For 2, ~7 E G?, put 
S(;, w) := 
N(r, w) 
N(z. r)""N(W, w) 2' 
(1.19) 
(1.20) 
Then (1.19). (1.17), and (1.16) imply 
(cpf)cp;.),=d(z. 11,) I. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. For A. > p - 1 and 5 E Hi(Q), we huoe 
I l(51(P~),12~~~~(=~=(c’ls’),. n 
(1.21) 
( 1.22 ) 
Proc?f: Since (1.17) (1.16) (1.12) (1.8), and (1.6) imply 
llN~l~‘d&(z)=N(~, z)-’ N(z, z)” “dC’(z)=N(z. z) pdV(z) 
= K,(z, z) d’(z) = L//A~(z), 
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we obtain from ( 1.18) for 4, q E H;(n) 
= (41cPi.)j.~(~I.l’1)j.‘llN~I/~dC1h(~) s 12 
We will now introduce the Weyl operators (cf. (0.3)) in the setting of 
bounded symmetric domains. 
For any [E!Z, let s; E G denote the symmetr,~ of Sz about [, uniquely 
determined by the properties ,ss = id R, s;(i) = [, and st([) = -id, (cf. [8]). 
The mapping [~-+.s~E G is real-analytic on D and satisfies 
for all g E G. For [ = 0, we have .sg = -id,. Let n: G + G be the universal 
covering of G. Since R is simply connected, there exists a real-analytic 
lifting C? 3 [ H SC E C? satisfying 
7r( S;) = s; ( 1.24) 
for all [ E Sz. Since Ker(n) is discrete and (? is connected, it follows that 
CT ” = .,Fl I 7TCilllil i’ 1 (1.25) 
for all LEG. (By (1.23) and (1.24) we have S,,,,,,,ySV’y -‘~Ker(n) for all 
&? Now put i’= 1.) 
For y~(? and ZE!Z~, put 
Then 
J(y, 2) := Det rt(y)‘(z). (1.26) 
J(-i,;‘I, -)=J(?l,,n(Y*)--)J(~,,=) (1.27) 
for all y,, ‘/*EC!? and 2 E Q. Since c x 52 is simply-connected, there exists a 
branch of the logarithm, 
j(y, 2) = log J(y, 2) (1.28) 
satisfying j( 1, z) = 0. Applying (1.27), it follows that 
( 1.29 ) 
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since this relation holds for ;‘? = I. It follows that, for every i > p - 1, the 
formula 
(W;,(y){)(z) := r’(7c(y ‘)z) .J(y ‘, z)“’ (1.30) 
(y E (7, <E H;(Q), z E 0) defines a unitary representation W, of G on 
/Y:(Q). Here we put 
J(y, z)j := exp(3. .,j(v, z)). 
Since 52 E [ H W,(.F;) is a continuous family of unitary operators, it follows 
that 
wj(.f) :=I .f(i) w;(sC) LiPCJ(i) R 
(1.31) 
defines a bounded operator on H:(Q) wheneverJ‘E L’(R, c?,u~). (Note the 
analogy with the action of a group algebra L’(G) associated with a 
representation of a locally compact group G.) In terms of the unit vectors 
cpl_ defined in (1.19), we have for all I, 11’ E Q, 
(1.32) 
where 
Note that @;z.,V,([) is real-analytic (but not holomorphic) in <E Q. The aim 
of this paper is to study operators of the form (1.31) called Weyl yuantiza- 
tion operafors, for more general “symbol functions” f’ which are not 
necessarily integrable with respect to the (infinite) measure CZ’,U~~. Since 
J(?, z) = Det(.$)‘(z) = 1 for all [, 2 ~9, there exists an integer k such that 
,j(S?, z) = 27cik 
for all <, 2 E 52. By (1.29), this implies 
j(S;, () = -j(S,- I, () = nik. (1.34) 
Put 
(1.35) 
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Then ( 1.29) implies 
for all [ E H:(Q). It follows that the operators i”; . W,(S;) are actually sym- 
metries, i.e., self-adjoint unitaries, on H:(Q). (In [ 121, (1.31) is defined in 
terms of these modified operators which are associated with a projective 
representation of G. ) 
PROPOSITION I .2. For g E G and 2, ~3, < E Q, \~e have 
@;4el.Ylw)I (g(i))= @;z.,,,K). 
Proofi As a consequence of (1.5) and (1.X) we have 
n(n(y)z, n(y)w) -i (.j(y, z) +j(y, w)) = n(=, w) (1.36) 
for ;~Ec? and z, w E 5-?, since this relation is true for y = 1. Put g := z(y). 
Then (1.36) implies 
( W,.(i ’ ) Nil,, ,)(:) 
= N;,,,.,(g(-‘)) ‘4-y, =I’,” 
=N(g(z), g(w)) q;‘, z)“‘=N(z, w) “J(?;, ‘,p. 
Hence 
W,(y ‘) Nj,,,,,=J(y, w) “‘I Nf,. 
Since W;(; - ‘) is unitary, it follows that 
(N;,,, 1 N; ,,,, );. = J(i’, z) “l’ J(l), ~1) - -i”w 
On the other hand, ( 1.25) implies 
(Ni,:, I W;.(S,t;,) Nt(u 1); 
IN:),.. 
= ( Wj(Y ’ ) Ni,=, I W,.(I~ ’1 W,(fxt;,) N$,, ,)j 
= (W/.(7 ‘1 N,L,J WL(S;) @‘,(Y ‘1 Ni,..,)j. 
= J(y, z) /. I’ m ~“P (Nj( W,(S,) N;),. 
Dividing by (1.38) the assertion follows. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. For L, M‘, [ B R, we have 
(1.37) 
1.38) 
Q.E.D. 
I(Cpl. / Wj.(S;) Cp%,)j.l = /6(Sr(‘), M.)) ‘, 
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Proqf: Applying (1.37) to ;’ ’ = SC and g =x(1;) = .s; ’ = s;, we obtain 
(N: .,;, I IV;,;. = ( W,(.F,) N:;,,,l W;G;) N: 1, 
= J(S: ‘, z) ;“(,;I W;(3;) N;,); 
since W,(S,) is unitary. Since (1.38) implies 
llN:;c,,ll = IJ(.T: ‘, :)I iJp IIN;//. 
the assertion follows with (1.19), (1.21), and (1.33). Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. For 1 > p - I, LIV huw 
q;,,,.,(i) = c, 
1 
N(s;(z), IV) N(I. i) ’ 
N(z, 11,) N(.s;(-), <) 1 
ProuJl Applying (1.36) to y ’ := ,T; and M‘ := [, we obtain 
n(.s;(z), () - n(;, M’) =j (.j(F, ‘, r ) +.i(s-‘,) =$ (.j(S; ‘, z) + nik), 
where k is defined by (1.34). It follows that 
(1.39) 
Using (1.33), (1.17), (1.30), and (1.16), we obtain 
Applying ( 1.39 ), the assertion follows. Q.E.D. 
2. INTEGRAL FORMUL.AS 
For a better understanding of the operators W,(f) introduced in (1.31), 
one needs more information about the functions @f=,,*,, defined in (1.33). 
Let us first recall the basic facts about the Lie algebra 9 of G = Aut(R)O. 
It is well known [13] that 4~ can be identified with the Lie algebra of all 
completely integrable holomorphic vector fields 
X=h(r)$ 
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on Q, acting on holomorphic functionsf‘on .Q via xf’(r) :=.f“(:) II(Z). Here 
1~: R + d is a holomorphic mapping. Let 9 = R @ fi be the Cartan decom- 
position of y induced by the automorphism Ad(s,,) on y. Then R is the Lie 
algebra of 
K:= (g~G:g(O)=o) cGL(Y') 
and p consists of all vectors fields 
(2.1 ) 
Here (:u*nl) denotes the Jordan triple product on Y, generalizing (1.1) 
[S]. Let exp(X,) E G be the corresponding automorphism. Then [ 13, 
Proposition 20.61 implies 
s(a) := exp(X,,)(O) = C c,1~‘2” + ‘I 
,, 2 0 
(2.3) 
for all UE 3, where the coefficients c,? E R are given by tanh(.u) = 
)-Kc0 c,,52f1 i 1 and N12,z i 1) := (a lI ~*)“a denotes the Jordan triple powers 
((a ‘I? a*)~ := {UU*Z) for all =EY). 
An element e E 3 satisfying jt~*e) = e is called a tripotmt. (For the 
example (1.1 ), the tripotents are precisely the partial isometries.) By [S], 
there exists aJrunze [e, , . . . . e,.) of minimal pairwise orthogonal tripotents of 
9. Here r denotes the rank of Q. Since 3‘ is assumed to be simple, any two 
frames are conjugate under K [Xl. For any frame it>,, . . . . e,), the vector 
fields 
1 <.j< r. (2.4) 
span a maximal abelian subspace II 2 R’ of /. Define linear forms 
6,: CI + R by putting 8,(X,) := (5,. , (Kronecker symbol). Put 6,) := 0. Then ‘/ 
has the decomposition 
(2.5 1 
where C” := { i (6, + Sj): 0 < i, .j < r )\ [O} is the set of “restricted roots” 
and, for 1.4?u {0}, we put 
a;,:= {XEg: [X,X,]=E.(X,)Xfor 1 <j<rJ. (2.6) 
Choose an ordering such that the positive restricted roots satisfy 
I”, c (dl+d,: 1 <i<j<r}u (6,*6,,: 1 <i<ri, (2.7) 
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the roots ii, occurring if Q is not of tube type. By (2.3). we have 
s(t,X,+ ‘.. +t,X,)=tanh(t,)c>,+ ... +tanh(r,)c, (2.8) 
for all r,, . . . . t, E 6% Let m, be the multiplicity of j, E I”“. It is well known 
(cf. 18, 21) that the roots 26, (I di<r), 6, (1 dibr) and 6,i-f, 
( 1 6 i c,j < r) have multiplicity 1, 2t, and s, respectively. Here .Y > 0 and 
t > 0 are integers independent of i and j The genus p of r;i! (cf. (1.8)) is 
determined by 
p=2+.r(r-l)+f (2.9) 
(cf. [ 11). By [3, Theorem 1.5.81, there exists a constant c>O such that 
zz 
![ J .f ( i 
tanh(r,) e, 
> f,>O ,: I 
> 
6(r,, . . . . t,) dr, 
I, .> 
for all positive K-invariant functions ,f’on Q. Here ,,1, 
cS(r,, . . . . t,) := n sinh i t,i.(X,) , EL-; L ,‘I 1 
= n sinh(2r,) sinh( t,)” 
I <,G! 
n sinh( t, - f,)“ sinh(r, + I,)‘. 
I<r.<,<r 
dr, (2.10) 
(2.1 I) 
PROPOSITION 2.1. For i > 2( p - I ), rhe intrgrul 
I, := 
I 
16(2, w)l ’ d/l,(z) 
R 
is finite and indqwndtwt qf w E R. 
Proqf: By (1.21) (1.19), and (1.38) we have 
P(g(=), g(vL‘))l = l4=, iv)1 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
for every g E G. Since G acts transitively on Q and dpQ is G-invariant, it 
follows that (2.12) is independent of 12’ E Q. To prove finiteness, put w = 0. 
Then 
f’(z) := IS(z, O)l A = /v(z, z)’ z 
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is a positive K-invariant function of SL satisfying 
.f i tanh(t,) c, 
i 1 
= h (1 - tanh’(t,))” ’ 
I-I ,=I 
for all t,, . . . . t,. E R (cf. [7, 81). Using the new variables 
x, := cosh(2t,), I dj<r, 
we obtain applying (2.10) (2.1 l), and (2.14), 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
( 1 - tanh2( t,))” ’ sinh(2t,) sinh( t,)” 
x n sinh( t, - t,)’ sinh( t, + f,)‘ dt, . r/t, 
lC,i,-i? 
This integral is finite if s(r ~ 1) + t - I.12 < -1. By (2.9), the condition 
becomes j. > 2( p - 1). Q.E.D. 
q,,,,(i) = c,. c; N(s,(O), sc(o)y. (2.16) 
Proqf: By Proposition 1.4, we have 
q,,.“,(i) = c, M.y;(O), 0’. (2.17) 
Since the functions occurring in (2.16) and (2.17) are all K-invariant, we 
may assume 
<= C tanh(t,) e, 
,=I 
(2.18) 
for some t,, ..,, tr E R. Put 
r 
(I := c t,P,Er. (2.19) 
,= I 
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Then i = t(u) by (2.8). By [8], the curve R 3 t++ r(tu) is a geodesic in .G 
for the infinitesimal Bergman metric. Since .Y+ is the geodesic reflection 
about [, it follows that 
s,(O) = I = i tanh(2r,) P,. 
,‘I 
(2.20) 
Applying [9, (17.2)], we obtain 
N(s:(O), [) = fi (1 - tanh(2f,) tanh(r,)) 
(2.21) 
= fi cash -‘(2t,) = fi (I - tanh’(2r,))’ * 
/=I ,‘I 
= N(s;(O), s;(O))’ *. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.3. For all positive ,funcrions ,f on Q, ~Z‘P have 
i u .f’b;(O)) &2(i) = j X(l~).f(:3) d/b(~), R 
where x is a bounded K-invariant positive,function on Q. 
Proqf: By [2, Chap. VI, Theorem 1.11, the mapping t: .Y + D defined 
by (2.3) is a diffeomorphism which, by [2, Chap. X, p. 3791 or [3, 
Chap. II, p. 2731, satisfies 
I, .f(i) .dp,(i) = !“T .f(r(a)) .J(a) da (2.22) 
(da= normalized Lebesgue measure), where J is a positive K-invariant 
density function satisfying 
Comparing with (2.11), it follows that, for a=C, t,e,, we have 
-= 2’. ?,7 Wf,, “‘1 2l,) J(2a) 
J(u) i?(t I 1 . . . . t,) 
(2.23) 
(2.24) 
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since x.n m, = Y + 2 tr + 2sr(r - I )/2 = 2n - I’, where r is the rank and 
n = r + + r( r ~ I ) + rt (2.25) 
is the complex dimension of Y. Now (2.20) implies 
.Y?,JO) = t(24 (2.26) 
for all a E Y, and we obtain 
= i‘ 
9 
.f(dh)) )dT(h)) J(h) d/J = 2”” 1 f(T(2U)) ;((t(2U)) 42(J) &i 
“2 
= j, f(0)) J(U) (10 =1 .f’(.~,,,,) ‘Y (0)) J(u) d(J= [ .f’(s;(ON cr,c,c;,, * fd 
where 
%(X(20)) = 2 2n Jo 
J(2u) 
(2.27) 
satisfies 
S(2t 
=2’ _ 
, , . . . . 2,) 
b(t,, . . . . t,.) 
= 2” fi 2 cosh(2t,)(2 cosh(t,))” 
i-1 
n (2 cosh(t, - t,))‘(2 cosh(t,+ t,)).‘>2” ‘2-“’ ’ = 2’“. 
I szrc i-s, 
Since x is K-invariant, it follows that 1x(,‘) < 2 I” for all 3 E CI. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. For ewrj~ i > 2( p - 1 ), the e.upre.ssion 
(2.28) 
is finite und independent of’: E R. 
Proqf: By Proposition 1.3, we may replace the integrand by the func- 
tion IS(s,(z), IV)I ‘, which satisfies 
lK$,;,(dr)L ‘dM.))/ = I&&&~))> IrO~~))l = l~b,(=)~ ,c)l (2.29 ) 
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for all g E G, according to ( 1.23) and (2.13). Since ,un is G-invariant and G 
is transitive on a, it follows that J, is independent of r E R. To prove finite- 
ness, assume z = 0. Then Lemma 2.3 implies 
NOW apply Proposition 2. I. Q.E.D. 
3. THE HYPERBOLIC MATRIX BALL 
In the sequel we will specialize to an important class of bounded sym- 
metric domains, namely the hyperbolic matrix balls 
Q= jlE@rxr: z-r-*>o) (3.1 1 
of arbitrary rank I’. Here I is the (Y x r)-unit matrix. It is well known that 
in this case the group G consists of all Moe-hius tran.C/i)rmutions 
g(~)=(a:+h)(c:+d) ‘. ZER, (3.2) 
where g = (y ii) belongs to the matrix group SC’(r, r). 
PROPOSITION 3.1. For :, I(*, < E fin, put 
M,,,,(i) := (z-.s;(,-)~l~*)(z-rll~*) ‘(I-zi:*)(z-.s;(:) <*, ‘, (3.3) 
Thetl, ,fi)r twrj g E G, the matricrs M - $,. ,, p, ,,., (g( i ) ) wui M, ,, ( I: ) ore .cindrrr. 
Proc?f: Let go G be given by (3.2). Polarizing the identity [ 13, (3)], we 
obtain 
I- g(z) g(u)* = (z/T* + u*) ‘(I-zu*)(ufl* + .*)* ’ (3.4) 
for all 21 E 52. Since .yr,:, = gs, g ‘. (3.4) implies 
I- (.s,,;, a-1) g(u)* 
= I- g(.s&z)). g(u)* 
= (SC(Z) h* +a*) ‘(Z-s(t) u*)(uh* + cl*)* ‘, (3.5) 
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Combining (3.5) for u = M’, (3.4) for u = ~1, (3.4) for u = j, and (3.5) for 
u = i, we obtain 
M,,.,,,,,,,(g(i))= (s;(z) b* + a*) ‘M,,,,(;)(s;(,‘) h* + a*). Q.E.D. 
For 0 <k < Y, the polynomials ok: CYX’ -+ @ defined by 
Det(A -t) = 2 (- 1)’ kt,- krr,(A) (3.6) 
for an indeterminate t, are invariant under similarity. Applying Proposi 
tion 3.1, we obtain 
for all g E G. 
~k(q,,r).p(M ,( di)) = ~k(MI,,,.(i)) (3.7 
LEMMA 3.2. For 0 d k < r and r, M’, < E 52, we have 
la,(wJi))l d 2’ l&s;(:), M’)l. 
Proof. By (3.7) and (2.13) we may assume 2 = 0. Define 
P := (Z-s&O) s;(O)*)’ ‘, Q := (I- M.~I’*)’ 2, and A := I- s;(O) IV*. Then 
( 1.9) and ( 1.20) imply 
6(s;(O), ,r) = Det(P ‘,4Q ‘). (3.8) 
By [l, p. 31, (23)], we have QA -‘P(G),4 ‘P)* = I- TT*, where 
T := (I- s;(O) s;(O)*) ’ 2(11’-..Py(0))(z-..r;(0)*,~)~ ’ (I-s;(O)*.s;(O))’ 2 
satisfies /( Tl/ < 1. It follows that IlQA ‘PI1 6 1. Using the canonical frame 
of z=Crxr, it follows that there exist unitaries u, ~1 E ?Y such that 
and 
u[v* = diag( tanh( t I ), . . . . tanh( t,)) 
us&O) II* = s,,;,.,(O) = diag(tanh(2t, ), . . . . tanh(2t,)) 
are diagonal matrices. It follows that 
u(Z- s;(O) i*) u* = I- us;(O) v*(u(c*)* 
=diag(cosh ‘(2t,), . . . . cash ‘(2t,)) 
is a positive operator, whose square is 
u(Z- s&O) s,(O)*) u* = diag(1 - tanh2(2tl), . . . . 1 - tanh2(2t,)). 
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This shows that P = I- s&O) [* and hence M,,,,, (0 = AP ‘. Therefore 
,g,, (-f)’ 
k flk(MO.,,(i)) 
@s;(O), w) 
Det(AP -’ -t) 
=Det(P ‘AQ-‘) 
= Det(Q) Det(A ‘) Det(AP ’ - t) Det(P) = Det(Q - 1QA ‘P). 
Since IIQ- tQA ‘PII <2 for all ItI < 1, iDet(Q- rQA ‘P)l ~2’ and 
Cauchy’s inequalities give IG,JM~,,,.({))/ d 2’. 16(.vi(0), il,)1. Q.E.D. 
Let Z’+ denote the set of all strictly increasing sequences r = (a,, . . . . rV) 
of integers 
2, < “’ <a,. (3.9) 
If c(, > 0, the sequence (3.9) determines a partition 
r,-r+ 1 >r, ,-r+2> ... >a,. (3.10) 
The conjugate partition v, > vz > ..‘of (3.10) (cf. [9]) has length 
I(v)=cc,-rf 1. (3.1 1 ) 
For 2, M’, ( E n, put 
0; z.I,.,(i) := Det((a,.,~~,.+,(M,,,(i))), ~r.,si~~,L (3.12) 
where we put ck(M _.,,. (c)):=0 if kg{0 ,..., r}. By Lemma3.2 and (3.11), 
there exists a constant L’ > 0 such that 
If r, <o, put 
b;i-,,,,I G c. ld(s;(z), H’)12’ ?+ ‘. (3.13) 
0; z.,,,(i) := Det(M,,,,(i))“’ .af=.,,,(i), 
where p := (0, x2 -2,) . . . . %,-x,))EZ:. Then (3.7) implies 
for all acL’+. 
(3.14) 
PROPOSITION 3.3. For r = (x1. . . . . r,) E Z: and 
i = c tanh(t,) e,, 
,:I 
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we have 
$i,.,,,(i) = i Det((.u:’ J”)l <,.,SJ. 
lchere x, := cosh(2t,) (cf. (2.15)) and 
(0 := n (x, -.‘,). 
IC,<,-Sr 
Proqf: The positive definite matrix 
MO,,([) = (I-s;(O) i*) ’ = (I- s,(O) s,(o)*) I,2 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
has the eigenvalues (1 - tanh’(2t,)) I2 =,Y,, 16 i<r. If CI, 30, (3.11) 
shows that a;,,,,([) is the Schur function in .Y,, . . . . X, associated with the 
partition (3.10) (cf. [9, p. 251). Since I’,+ r-j= r,- ,+ ,, [9, p. 241 implies 
(3.15) for axI 30. Since 
Det M,,,,(I:)=.Y, . . ..Y.. (3.17) 
the assertion follows for arbitrary 2,. Q.E.D. 
Our main result (Theorem 5.1) will relate the boundedness of the Weyl 
quantization operators W,(,f) (cf. (1.31)) to the behavior of the (smooth) 
symbol function,f with respect to the invuriant differentid operutors of G. 
By definition, a (scalar) differential operator 
D:% ‘(Q, @)-+%‘(Q, a=) 
on CJ is called invariant under G = Aut(S2)” if 
a.f’ ‘?I= (Of) K (3.18) 
for allfE%‘(SZ, C) and LEG. It is well known (cf. [Z, 33) that the algebra 
Diff,(SZ) of all such operators is a commutative polynomial algebra 
Diff,(fi)=@[n,. . . . . A,] (3.19) 
in r algebraically independent operators A,, I <k < r, of order 2k. These 
operators are sometimes called “higher Laplace operators,” since A, is the 
LaplaceeBeltrami operators for the Bergman metric. Put A,, := id. 
Given CX, fl E Z:, write 
B--Is (3.20) 
if there exists a subset J,<,. c ( 1) . . . . r} such that 
tfl, 1 “‘3 Br) = (~,:.jEJp.xl u (5v2: i4JIj..). (3.21 ) 
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(i.e., /? arises from r by replacing CY, by x, - 2, for every index ~EJ,~,~). The 
set J,1,z is uniquely determined by cx and 8, as follows from considering the 
even and odd zk’s separately. 
Proof: Since the functions A,a~~,,,, and o;~~.~, are K-invariant, it suffices 
to consider them for points ;EQ of the form (2.18). By [4], we may 
assume that A, has the K-radial part 
P(A,)=cl, -’ a,(L,, . . . . L,) o-co ‘(a,(L,, . . . . L,)o), (3.22) 
where 
L,:=(x~-l)$iZr,&, I <i<r, 
I I 
are commuting differential operators in the new coordinates X, := cosh(2t,), 
and crk is the kth elementary symmetric polynomial. This means that 
(A, f)(i) = (P(A, 1 .f’N.y,, . . . . .y,) (3.24) 
for all K-invariant functions /on Q. 
For any integer 1, we have 
L,.uj= I+ I”.uj ?, (3.25) 
where 1’ := 1(1+ 1) and I” := 1(1- I ). Puttingf‘= o&~,, we obtain, with sign 
factors i: 2, c/j= +I, 
6; c (--t)’ Iflk(L, 3 ... . L)((~~;(,.,,,) A-- 0
= n (L,-t),Det((.u:i),.,.,.,) ,=I 
=c q?W~f”,O) rl (xi - f) .,IJ, t-z;‘,. /i -2 / $ .‘#z 1 
Now single out the coefficient of (--t)’ ’ to obtain 
= 1 (- 1 )‘I 1 “pa<,,,,, ‘gk ,,(al:.i~J,i,)‘~,,(CL;‘:.~EJ,i,). 
h = 0 /r i 1 
card(J,<,) = h 
(3.26) 
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Now divide by o and apply (3.22). Since w ‘(o,(L, , . . . . L,)o) is a constant 
[4], the assertion follows. Q.E.D. 
4. A COMBINATORIAL LEMMA 
This section is devoted to a technical study of the behavior of the func- 
tions a;T_,..,([) introduced in (3.12), with respect to the invariant differential 
operators. We consider the hyperbolic matrix ball 52 defined in (3.1) and 
write its rank Y as 
r=2m+c, (4.1) 
where E = 0 (even rank) or c = 1 (odd rank). We will only consider multi- 
indices r = (cI,, . . . . a,) E 77; (cf. (3.9)) which have m entries of parity E and 
m + E = r-m entries of parity 1 -a. Symbolically, we write 
cc=(d’ / 1; ,W) = (q 1.1 (I - I:). (i:) 1 “.> “p, + I, > Lx, > .. . . CC;;‘) (4.2) 
with a(l’pe)< . . . <a:+:) and ry)< . . . < 2:‘. However, we do not assume 
a: ;z’ -=z a?). Given 0 < n 6 m + E, define 
c(‘pc’:=(2j- 1 -t::O<j<m+c,j#n) n (4.3 1 
as an increasing sequence of length m + E. The (1 -&)-part of the multi- 
indices considered will always be of the form (4.3) for some II. 
LEMMA 4.1. The subsets 
A:=(uEZ~:X” “=ct “‘,~<zCljB)< ... <ajC;‘<4m+3&-2} (4.4) 
und 
B := {fl E Dir+ : 8” -‘.’ = ci,’ -~“‘,for some 0 <n <m + c, 
1-:-26/3y’< ... <P~~‘<4m+3&-2} (4.5) 
qf Z> satisfy 
card(B) = (r + 1) ‘card(A). (4.6) 
Proof: Since every c1 E A has the same (1 -&)-part c((’ ~‘I = ch’ t’ and 
there exist (A) strictly increasing sequences, of parity E, between E and 
4m + 3~ - 2 = E + 2(r - 1) it follows that card(A) = (L). On the other hand, 
the (1 -&)-parts of /I E B can assume m + E + 1 different values, and there 
exist (‘t’) h c otces for the s-parts, implying 
card(B)=(m+c+l)(r~l)=(r+l)~~)=(r+l)~card(A). Q.E.D. 
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As an example, if r = 2, we have A = ((0, I), (I, 2)) and 
B= {(-2, l), (-l,O), (-1,2), (-2, -I), (0, I), (1,2)} whereas for r=3 
we have A = ((0, 1, 2) (0, 2, 3) (0, 2, 5)) and B consists of the 12 multi- 
indices in Z: obtained from those in A by decreasing some entries by 2 
(cf. (3.21)). By (4.6), it is natural to construct a partition 
B= u B, (4.7) 
O<k<r 
of B into subsets B, of cardinality card(A). To this end, fix 0 6 k ,< r, and 
define 
B,:={~=(~~:,~);/j~),...,~~‘)~B:~)~~’<2k-2+t:<~j~,). (4.8) 
Thus B, consists of those /I E B such that 2k - 2 + c is missing from ptL’ and 
p’l -f.‘= &1 6) 
k-l 3 where 0 < 16 min(k, m) is uniquely determined by the 
condition 
jl;‘J < 2k - 2 + I: < fl)“: , (4.9) 
Define 
fpk(P) := (cl’ - $ fi;&’ + 2, . ..) /I;‘:’ + 2, gy,, . ..) gl;‘) (4.10) 
for BE B, satisfying (4.9). Then qk: B, -+ A is a bijection. The inverse 
mapping tik: A + B, of (Pi has the form 
l+bk(tl) := (cy,“‘; q - 2, . . . . a;‘:’ - 2, %j”: , ) . ..) r!,“‘), (4.1 I ) 
where 0 < I < min(k, m) is uniquely determined by rji.) - 2 < 2k - 2 + 
&<t& 
LEMMA 4.2. The sets B,, 0 < k < r, are pairjvise disjoint and thus,form a 
partition of B. 
Proof: Suppose there exist 0 d K -C k 6 r such that B, n B, contains an 
element 
with fl(“‘<2k-2+&<B’“’ ,+, and ~~‘<2~-2++<<ljj~‘~,. Then k-l= 
K-I. and 
2ii - 2 + e < B!“’ ,.+, < ... <aic’<2k-2+c 
Since all /?f”’ have parity E, it follows that 2(/-i.) <2(k-k-), a contra- 
diction. Q.E.D. 
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We will now define an oriented graph with vertex set B allowing 
“primitive” arrows of the form 
p --f 1’ (4.12) 
defined by the following conditions: 
/Jo B, for a (unique) kdr, YE B 
i’ + q,(B) =: a (cf. (3.20)) 
(4.13) 
(4.14) 
and 
Writing 
card(J,.,,) = k. (4.15) 
[j = (c:’ ,‘I; /I”“) E B, (4.16) 
and 
it follows that the set 
i’ = (C’,’ : ‘; ;“’ )) E B, (4.17) 
Jl~il,:=(,j~J~,,:~,~&(mod2)i (4.18) 
has cardinality h, where K - 3. = k -h. Using this notation, we have 
LEMMA 4.3. If 
ljj’ I = ;‘i’ ) for 1 <j<l. (4.19) 
we have 1, d 1. 
Proof: By (4.10) and (4.19), we have,jEJ\!;,!,, for all 1 <j<i, showing 
that h 2 1. Also, (4.10) implies’ 
I/+ 1 ’ 9(c) 4’2 I -2=/3)‘;,-2>2k-4+c. 
Now suppose ,I > 1. Then 
2k-4+c<i’):‘, , < . <j,““<&-2++ 
and therefore 2~ - 2 + a > (2k - 4 + e) + 2(1. - I) = 2(k + A - I) - 4 + c, i.e., 
~bk +A-I, showing that h< I and therefore h=l. It follows that 
J& = { 1, . ..) I} and we obtain fl (1 1:) = ,~,c) = #l -F) and ,j”:‘= y(f.), 
Hence p = y, a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
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LEMMA 4.4. [f 
Proqf: By (4.10) and (4.20) we have j$ J:,;i for all I+ I d j<t?z. 
showing that 1161. Also, (4.10) implies 
;$’ ’ 6 zj’ ’ = /I;‘,’ + 2 < 2k + E. 
Now suppose E, < 1. Then 
2k. - 2 + E < 1’(v) , + , < . < $’ < 2k + c 
and therefore 2~-2+~c(2k+~)-2(f-i.)=2(k-I+i.)+c, i.e., K,< 
k - I+ 3,. Hence k - h = K - /I <k - I, showing that h 3 I and therefore h = 1. 
It follows that J!‘l = { 1, . . . . I )- and we obtain ;‘= fl, a contradiction. ,‘. 1 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4.5. The oriented graph btith aerte.r set B und primitive urro)~.s 
(4.12) is acyclic, i.e., it has no closed loop.~. 
ProoJ: Suppose there exists a non-trivial closed loop starting and 
ending at 
where O<K<r and h:“<2K-2+~</7~),,. Let (4.12) be a non-trivial 
primitive arrow belonging to the loop. We will show that 12 L and 
py = hl’:’ , . ..) py = h:“‘. (4.21) 
This is trivial if L = 0. Suppose now that L > 0. If I= 0, Lemma 4.3 would 
imply J” = 0, a contradiction since we have a closed loop. Therefore I > 1 at 
every step of the loop. By (4.10) and (3.21), the entry ai” can only increase 
along the loop. Therefore pi”‘=hy) at every step. Applying Lemma 4.3 
again, it follows that I> 1 at every step if L > 1, and then /?y’ = h!’ at all 
steps. Iterating, we obtain 12 L and (4.21) holds at every step. In a similar 
way, we want to show that 1 d L and 
(4.22) 
This is trivial if L = m. Suppose now that L < m. If I = m, Lemma 4.4 would 
imply j. = m, a contradiction since we have a closed loop. Therefore I < nz 
at every step of the loop. By (4.10) and (3.21), the entry /II!:’ can only 
decrease along the loop. Therefore /I!,;‘= hj,;’ at every step. Applying 
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Lemma 4.4 again, it follows that I < m - 1 at every step if L < m - 1, and 
then DE’, = hk’, at all steps. Iterating, we obtain Id L and (4.22) holds 
at every step. It follows that p = h along the loop, a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
For fl= (fli, . . . . B,)E B put lb1 := PI + +flI and define a relation < 
on B by putting fl< fl’ iff 
(i) IPI 2 IB’I and 
(ii) If I/I = \/j’I, then J can be reached from /3’ 
along the oriented graph B, i.e., via a 
finite chain of elementary arrows (4.12). (4.23) 
LEMMA 4.6. The relation (4.23) defines a partial ordering on B. 
Proof Suppose /I < b’ and /I’ < fl”. Then Ifi\ > Ifl’I >, I/I”I. In case 
IflI = I/I”\, we must have I/? = Ifi’ and lb’1 = I/Y\. By (ii), fl can be reached 
from 8 along the graph and, similarly, fl’ can be reached from /I” along the 
graph. It follows that /I can be reached from /I” along the graph, showing 
that /I < p”. The relation (4.23) is hence transitive (and reflexive). To show 
anti-symmetry, suppose B-C fi’ and /I’ <p. Then \fl\ = l/Y and there are 
oriented chains from /Y to fl and also from p to p’. If fi # fi’, we would 
obtain a closed loop, contradicting Lemma 4.5. Hence fi = fl’, and (4.23) is 
also anti-symmetric. Q.E.D. 
Using the ordering (4.23), define a bijection 
{ 1, 2, . . . . card(B)} -$ B (4.24) 
inductively as follows: @( 1) is a minimal element of B and, for 
1 < I < card(B), @(l + 1) is a minimal element of B\ { @( 1 ), . . . . Q(1)). Then 
we have 
LEMMA 4.7. @p(i) < Q(j) implies i < ,j. 
Proof: Supposei>jand~(i)b~(j).Since~(i)~B\{~(l),...,~(i-l)), 
we have Q(i) Z@(j) and @(i) belongs to B\{@(l), . . . . @(j- l)}. Since @(j) 
is minimal in this latter set, @(,j) < 0(i). By Lemma 4.6, D(i) = G(j), a 
contradiction. Q.E.D. 
The map @ induces a total order < on B. Since Y(k, a) := $k(cl) 
(cf. (4.11)) gives a bijection Y: { 0, . . . . r ) x A y B by Lemma 4.2, this 
order on B induces a total order d on the set (0, . . . . r} x A. By definition, 
B contains all fl E Zi satisfying b + CI for some c( E A. Applying Lemma 3.4, 
it follows that there exist constants qfk,,,(t~) such that 
(4.25) 
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for all 0 <k <r and a~ A. Here )J is a positive integer and, for 
11 = (y,, ___, y,)~Zl, we put 
7 - , := (;‘, - ,‘, .._, i’,- - (2) Em;. (4.26 ) 
By (4.6), the matrix 
(&.,,(4~ (4.27) 
with row index (k, a) E {0, . . . . r) x A and column index fi E B, is a square 
matrix. 
LEMMA 4.8. The marri.x (4.26) is lower triangular ivirh respect to the 
ora’erings < qf 10, . . . . r) x A and B, respectivels~. 
Proqf: Suppose qfk.I, (u) # 0. Applying (3.26) to the “shifted” multi- 
indices (a - 2~) and (D-C), it follows that /?I( and k := card(J,,..) < k. 
Therefore (4.11) implies 
IpI = Ial -2/z > Ial - 2k = l+bk(~)I 
and, in case 101 = I$k(cc)l, we have /I =k and tik(y) --t fi is an arrow in B 
satisfying (4.13), (4.14), and (4.15). It follows that /j < ~/~(a) in the partial 
order (4.23). By Lemma 4.7, this implies p< $,@I)= Y(k, c() in the total 
order < on B induced by @. Since Y identifies (0, ___, r) x A with R, the 
assertion follows. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4.9. For ever?? P’ > 4m + 3.~ - 2, the matri.v (qfk.,Y,(~.)) is incer- 
tible. 
Proof: By Lemma 4.8, it suffkes to show that the matrix has non-zero 
diagonal coefficients, for p = $k(~). Since d,, = id, we may assume k > 0. By 
(3.26), we have 
+t$&) = n (a, - 7’)” 
I F J/i, 
since card(JI,,) = k. By (4.4), CX, < 1‘ for all ,j and all z EA. It follows that 
(a,-P)“:=(a,-v)(!Y,-‘L’- l)#O. Q.E.D. 
5. THE BOUNDEDNESS OF WEYL OPERATORS 
We will now use the technical results of Section 4 to prove our main 
theorem (Theorem 5.5) which gives a sufficient condition on the symbol 
function f‘: G ---t @ to induce a bounded Weyl operator U/;.(f) (cf. (1.31)). 
isi, ‘W, 1 ‘, 
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This condition, phrased in terms of invariant differential operators, is 
analogous to [ 12, Theorem 5.11 and the basic scheme of our proof is the 
same as in [ 121, namely: 
(1) use [ 12, Proposition 3.11 to reduce to a proof of the fact that the 
function 
tzt )+‘) H (VOp I wj.(,f) VD:,) 
is the kernel of a bounded operator on L’(Q, dnn); 
(2) write this kernel as 
where @&,([) has been computed in Proposition 1.4 (this is analogous to 
[ 12, Proposition 3.31) and estimate this integral by means of an inte- 
gration by parts involving only G-invariant differential operators. The 
novelties in treating domains of arbitrary rank lie with the differential 
identities themselves, as proved in Sections 3 and 4. 
Let Sz be the hyperbolic matrix ball (3.1) of rank Y and genus p = 2r. We 
will consider V “-symbol functions ,f’: Q ---) @ which satisfy the condition 
A,f is bounded on Q, for ail G-invariant differential operators 
A E Diff,(Q) of order d 2pr. (5.1) 
Consider the projective representation W, of the group G (cf. (3.2)) 
defined by (1.30), and choose the real parameter 1. such that 
i>9r+E-3. (5.2) 
Here we put r = 2m + E as in Section 4. Define 
~t~,,,.j(i) :=Det MI.,,.(i) (5.31 
for all z, IV, ~EQ (cf. (3.3)). Then (3.14) implies 
q..,‘,(i) = C.,,(i). (o,z,,,(i)) ’ (5.4) 
for all rxEZ’,, and all 2~ E Z. By (3.17), we have 
O(“,())( i) = x 1 I, (5.5) 
in the coordinates xi= cosh(2t;). Define the subsets A and B of Z; as in 
(4.4) and (4.5). 
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PROPOSITION 5.1. Let k E N and )i > 4m + 3~ - 2 (here r = 2m + e). Then 
there exist differential operators A, E DiffJQ), s( E A, qf order d 2kr, such 
thut 
(a,,.,, j(i)) ” 2k = z;A n.(c,.,:,)(i) (5.6) 
for all z, M‘, < E Q. 
Proc$ Since (5.6) is sesqui-holomorphic in (2, MI), we may assume 
z = IV. Since the operators A, are G-invariant, it follows from (3.14) that we 
may assume ,- = TV= 0. Since the functions Q(~,~) and c:~~,(;, on Q are 
K-invariant, it suffices to show that 
(~,o.o,(i)) ’ 2k = (5.7) 
holds for all [ of the form (2.18). Here P(A,) is the K-radial part of A, 
(cf. (3.22)). We show more generally that, for every CI = (a,, . . . . u,) E A, there 
exist ;,4: E DiffJQ) of order < 2kr such that 
In order to prove (5.8), consider the matrix (~r~,~,(?;)) defined by (4.27) 
which is invertible by Lemma 4.9. Let 
($“‘(>~)) := (Yg,,,,(,:))-. ’ 
be the inverse matrix. Put h := (u, - 2, . . . . a,- 2) E B. Then 
i 
=CJ 
h-,, 0-r 2 
(0.0) = ~(0.0) . 
It follows that 
(5.9) 
where 
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has order < 2r. We will now prove (5.8) by induction over k > 0. For k = 0, 
the assertion is trivial. Now assume (5.8) is true for some k 30. Since 
,I+ 2k 3 ?I> 4m + 3~ - 2, we may replace ~1 by / + 2k in (5.9) and obtain 
s 2 
D;l,.O, 
Zk = 1 P( ’ +,2knj,)(ay,),,;; 2k) 
; c 4 
for operators “+,Zkii3~ Diff,(L?) of order Q2r. Applying the induction 
hypothesis to a := y E A, we obtain 
d-’ (CW 2 2k = c P(’ +,%l;) 1 P(;n;)(a;;,To’;) 
;‘t 4 z E .4 
= c P(r ;~ ,n:)(q,&)’ 
xc-l 
with 
k;l,A;:= 1 ,,‘,‘“/ii;.;;n3j~Diff~(~) 
;’ F .A 
having order < 2(k + 1 )r. This concludes the induction step and proves 
(5.8). For u:=(O,l,..., r-l)eA, we have 0;;,~,=1, and (5.6) follows. 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 5.2. For 7 = (7,) . . . . y,) E Z;, the integrul 
is finite for all z, M‘ E 52, provided 7, + 1 ~ r < 2( 1 - p). 
Proof: Write y=x-p with p>O, r=(r,,...,x,)~ZIr+ and x,30. Then 
a,+ 1 -r>O and hence p>2(p- 1). Applying (2.17), (2.21) (1.33), (1.21), 
and Proposition 1.3, we obtain 
b,,,,.)(i)l -I’= Iq=.,,,(i)l = I&,-, \t,)I” 16(.q(z), JV)l -” (5.10) 
and thus from (3.13) and (5.4) 
lq: .,,) (01 = l~,,,..,(i)l “’ IgT :;.I, ,(i)l 
< c. l&z, w)I” . 16(s;(z), u’)(z’ r+ ‘-I’ 
for some constant C. Integrating, we obtain 
i b:z,,,,(i)l &n(i)dC. ld(z, u’)(~~.J~,+ r- p3r. (5.11) R 
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Since ,U 2, + r - 1 - = r - 1 - y, > 2( p - 1) by assumption, the assertion 
follows with Proposition 2.4. Q.E.D. 
Setting k := p and v := i - 2p > 9r + I-: - 3 - 4r = 10m + 6s - 3 > 4m + 
3~ - 2 in Proposition 5.1, we obtain 
(a,,,,, I-‘= (5.12) 
for suitable operators A, E Diff,(SZ) of order <2pr. The,formal franspose A: 
of A,, with respect to dpn, belongs to Diff,(n) (since pn is G-invariant) 
and satisfies order (A:) = order(A,) < 2pr. By assumption on,t we have for 
all c( E A 
M, :=supl(A:,f)(i)l < +tzo. 
;tc2 
(5.13) 
LEMMA 5.3. 
I .f‘(iNa,, .I,, (Ori &2(i) n 
“(0 &2(i). 
Proof: Since 1. > 2( p - 1 ), (5.10) and Proposition 2.4 implies 
where C is a suitable constant. Similarly, for each x E A, apply (5.11) to 
y := c1+ 2p-A = r - (3. -2~) and obtain 
since i-2p+r-1-cc,~i.-2p+r-1-(4m+3~-2)=i-10m-6~+-1> 
2(p - 1) by (4.4) and (5.2). 
Sincef and ,4: f are bounded by assumption, it follows that the integrals 
in Lemma 5.3 exist and are sesqui-holomorphic in (z, IV). Hence it suffices 
to prove Lemma 5.3 for z = \v. Since, for every k E K, the function f c k - ’ 
satisfies (5.1) as well, we may assume z = w = 0. Now let cp: R -+ [O, l] be 
a Vm-function satisfying v(t) = 1 for t d 1 and cp(r) = 0 for t 3 2. For i: > 0 
and [ER, put 
cp,(i) := P(E di)), 
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where a([) := so,,,(i) (cf. (5.5)). Define 
If q,,(c) # 0, we have E ‘o(i) 6 2 and hence < belongs to a compact subset 
of C!, since a([)=~, “..Y, for all i of the form (2.18) and 1 <X,-C +a for 
all i. It follows that cp,, and hence R,:, has compact support in .C?, By delini- 
tion of A :, we have 
j)(r) g,(i) d/b(~)= xFA jc2 (A:.f)(i).cp,(i) r&+2 “(i) d/in(i). (5.16) 
Let K be any compact subset of 0. Then I: (T(C) < 1 on K for c sufficiently 
small, which implies q,(i) = 1 and hence, by (5.12) s,,(C) = a([) ’ for all 
[E K. In particular, 
lim q,(i) = I 
! -+ 0 
and 
lim s,,(i) = a([) ’ 
i. - 0 
compactly on Sz. By the following Lemma 5.4, we may apply the dominated 
convergence theorem and obtain from (5.16) 
i,, .f(O ati) 
which is the assertion for : = M’ = 0. 
?i) &2(i), 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 5.4. Let y E Z’, satisfy y, + 1 - r < 2( 1 - p). Then thefirnctions 
4(cp, $O.“,)? CXEA, 
on Q are dominated by un integrable ,function independent of E. 
Proof. Let $ be a %?= -function on a depending only on a([) = G,~,“,([). 
Put xi := cosh(2t,). Since &~/r?x, = a/.x, for 1 <i< r, it follows that the 
qperators L, defined in (3.23) satisfy 
L;$= i 
( > 
0; ‘$p, 
I=0 ’ 
(5.17) 
where L!” := L 
satisfying 
I> Lj” and Lj2’ are differential operators in x, of order 62 
L”‘x” = (’ (’ / 2 r I ,., x, -c;.,.u, 
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for all IJ E Z, where c’,, ,, c;, ,, are constants. Applying (5.17) to cpr and the 
functions (c. a/&)‘cp,, for 12 1, it follows that 
satisfies 
s, :=o,(L,, . .. . L,)= 1 L,, . ..L., 
1, < < II 
2% 
slc(P,:= c 
/ = 0 
where 
(5.18) 
Q, := c Ll’l’ L”’ 1, li I,< <iA./,+ t/k=/ 
is a linear combination of symmetrized terms 
T= 2 L;j;,...Lll;;, 
nE ‘/, 
for fixed I,, . . . . I,. From (3.1.5), it follows that o ‘Q,(~oib,~,) is a linear 
combination of o$~,, with fi E Z;2’, satisfying 
BrGYr. (5.19) 
Since the operators /1,, for c1 EA, are polynomials in A,, ,.., A, it follows 
from (3.22) and (5.18) that /la(qcg&Ol ) is a linear combination of terms of 
the form 
(5.20) 
with b satisfying (5.19) and hence p, + I - r < 2( 1 - p). By Lemma 5.2, the 
functions crfO,O, are pL,-integrable. On the other hand, we have 
for all 13 0. Since d’cp/dt’ has compact for 12 1, it follows that 
on 52, where C, is a constant independent of c. Thus the functions (5.20) are 
dominated by an pQ-integrable function independent of E. Q.E.D. 
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The main result of this paper is now 
THEOREM 5.5. For ever)’ smooth ,s,mhol function .f‘ on Q satis~ving (5.1 ) 
and ever)’ 1. > 9r + c - 3, there esists n (unique) bounded operator W,(f) 
satisfying 
(CP~ I W>.(f) CP:) = !,, .f‘(i)(~f I Wj.(S:) qI+.) dPg(i) 
for all z, w E R. 
Proqfl Define 
where Icj.j = 1. Then Lemma 5.3 and (5.13) imply for all z E R 
For each x E A, (5.15) implies 
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By [ 11, Proposition 2.41, it follows that 
defines a bounded operator .iy; on L*(Q, &a), By using [ 12, Proposi- 
tion 3.11, it follows that there exists a bounded operator CV,(J‘) on H:(Q) 
satisfying 
for all 5, q E E/f(Q). Now we have 
K,(z, )I.)= (if I ‘I%, ), = (Cz I CP:,.),.> 
where 
and 
= K, (u, u) = I .fK)(v~I w;.(F;) d); &n(i). .(Q.E.D.) R 
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